Amendment

Sub.: Amendment in the RFP No. F.1(R-158)/JMRC/DC/SB-03/2019-20/29 dated 28.01.2020 for Licensing of Station Branding/Semi Naming Rights of Sindhi Camp Metro station

With reference to above subject, following amendment is hereby issued:-

1. In RFP clause 1.2 (vii), the EMD amount mentioned in words is to be read as ‘(Rupees Forty two Thousand only)’ instead of existing ‘(Rupees Fifty two Thousand only)’.

2. In RFP clause 4.6 (f), following is added:
   “However, one or two digital advertisement panels (LCD/LED) shall be allowed on the outer wall of Gate No. 1 entry facing Sindhi Camp Bus Terminal, if feasible.”

All other terms & conditions of the RFP shall remain same.

This amendment shall be integral part of the RFP document. Therefore, bidders are required to submit a signed copy of this amendment alongwith the bid to be submitted online.
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